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An accessible, step-by-step seminar on legitimate expectations from the author of the new, leading text on administrative
law in Hong Kong (Stephen Thomson, 'Administrative Law in Hong Kong', Cambridge University Press, 2018). Whether
your work involves judicial review and you want to brush up on this essential ground of review, or you work in another
area but want to strengthen your background legal knowledge in dealing with public bodies, this seminar makes a difficult
subject easy to understand. The seminar covers who can generate legitimate expectations, how they are generated,
and how they are protected. It also examines essential issues such as whether knowledge and reliance are required to
establish breach of a legitimate expectation, and whether the representations of one government department can bind
another department. Come along and get to grips with this increasingly important area of law!
Key points covered:









What are legitimate expectations?
Who can generate legitimate expectations?
How are they generated?
How are they protected?
Specific vs. general classes of person relying on legitimate expectations
Can the representations of one government department bind another department?
Knowledge and reliance
Conduct of the applicant
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